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Abstract: This article addresses the question of the types of morphological relatedness 

that the lexical class of the adjective presents in Old English. After an exhaustive 

analysis of the derivational paradigms of the language based on data retrieved from the 

lexical database of Old English Nerthus, the following conclusions are reached. Two 

types of morphological relatedness are identifiable, namely explicit and implicit. Short 

distance and long distance relations overlap with explicit and implicit morphological 

relatedness. These relations involve four types of units, to wit lexical primes (the bases 

of lexical paradigms), derived adjectives (the input to recursive processes of word-

formation), target adjectives (the output of processes that cannot be inputted to a 

recursive process) and morphologically unrelated adjectives (which are neither the input 

nor the output of a process of word-formation). 
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1. State of the art and aims of research 
Previous research in the area of word-formation in the old Germanic languages stresses 
the importance of the derivation from strong verbs (Hinderling 1967; Kastovsky 
1968;1992), while paying little attention to the derivation from other lexical categories, 
including the adjective. Pilch (1970), Campbell (1987), Kastovsky (1992) Lass (1994) 
and Quirk and Wrenn (1994), among others, offer a sketchy account of deadjectival 
formations that can be summarised as follows. Deadjectival nouns result from the 
attachment of the suffixes -dom (frēodōmN ‘freedom’), -ing (æðelingN ‘prince’), -ling 
(lȳtlingN ‘child), -ness (beorhtnessN‘brightness’), -scipe ((ge)corenscipeN ‘election’), -
ð(o)/-t (iermð(o)N ‘poverty’, līflēastN ‘death’) and -wist (loswistN ´loss’). In the 
formation of deadjectival adjectives, the suffixes used include -cund (innancundADJ 
‘internal’), -fæst (soðfæstADJ ‘truthful’), -feald (ānfealdADJ ‘single’), -ful (geornfulADJ 
‘eager’), -ig (ādligADJ ‘sick’), -lic (deōplicADJ ‘deep’), -sum (ansum ‘whole’), and -
wende (hātwendeADJ ‘hot’). Deadjectival verbs are formed by means of the attachment 
of the suffixes -ettan ((ge)hālettanV ‘greet’), -læcan ((ge)dyrstlǣcanV ‘dare’), -nian 
((ge)openianV ‘open’) and -sian ((ge)clǣnsianV ‘make clean’). Finally, the adjective is 
the main source of derivation of the adverb, which often involves the suffix -līce 
(cwiculīceADV ‘vigorously’). Turning to compounding, adjectives can be found in the 
formation of nominal compounds in instances of adjective + noun (efennihtN ‘equinox’) 
and past participle + noun (nægledcnearrN ‘nail-fastened vessel’). In adjective 
compounding, adjectives turn up in the pattern noun + adjective (hetegrimADJ ‘fierce’), 
adjective + adjective (brūnwannADJ ‘dusky’), adjective + present participle 
(ānbūendeADJ ‘dwelling alone’), adjective + past participle (fullmannodADJ ‘fully 
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peopled’) and adverb+adjective (ǣrborenADJ ‘earlier born’). To these instances of 
affixation and compounding, other cases of zero derived verbs with adjectival base, 
such as berianV ‘to make bare, clear’, and zero derived nouns with adjectival base like 
bierhtuN ‘brightness, efulgence, brilliance’ can be added.  
 That is, the lexical class of the adjective is the source of derivation, by means of 
productive processes of affixation and compounding, of nouns, verbs, adverbs and other 
adjectives, while it is morphologically related to, at least, nouns and verbs through zero 
derivation. At the same time, the adjective is the target of derivation of productive 
processes of affixation that involve the prefixes ǣ- (ǣmyrceADJ ‘excellent’), æfter- 
(æfterborenADJ ‘afterborn, posthumous’), for- (fordēadADJ ‘dead; as if dead’), fore- 
(foreglēawADJ ‘forseeing, wise, prudent’), ful- (fulbeorhtADJ ‘very briht, resplendent’), 
ge- (geælfremedADJ ‘estranged; free, separated from’), in- (infrōdADJ ‘very aged, 
experienced’), mis- (mismicelADJ ‘of varying sizes’), ō- (ōhildeADJ ‘sloping, inclined’) , 
of- (ofgeornADJ ‘elated’), ofer- (oferlēofADJ ‘very dear’), an- (anforhtADJ ‘fearful’), or- 
(orealdADJ ‘very old’), sām- (sāmgrēneADJ ‘half-green, immature’), sin- (sincaldADJ 
‘perpetually cold’), ðurh- (ðurhbiterADJ ‘very bitter, sour, perverse’), un- (ungecōplicADJ 
‘unsuitable, unbefitting, troublesome’), under- (underðēodADJ ‘slipping under’), ūp- 
(ūphēahADJ ‘uplifted, tall, high, elevated; sublime, noble, upright’), ūt- (ūtfūsADJ ‘ready 
to start’), wan- (wanhālADJ ‘unsound, weak, ill, maimed’) and wiðer- (wiðermēdeADJ 
‘perverse, antagonistic’), as well as the suffixes -bǣre (grambǣreADJ ‘passionate’), -
cund (yfelcundADJ ‘evil, malignant’), -ed (salwedADJ ‘darkened, painted’), -en (rēðenADJ 
‘wild’), -end (wēdendADJ ‘raving’), -erne (nīwerneADJ ‘tender’), -fæst (giffæstADJ 
‘endowed, talented; capable of’), -feald (nēahfealdADJ ‘intimate’), -ful (geornfulADJ 
‘desirous, eager, zealous, diligent’), -ig (gearowyrdigADJ ‘ready of speech’), -iht 
(wannihtADJ ‘wan, pale, livid’), -ing (āhierdingADJ ‘hardening’), -isc (gagoliscADJ ‘light, 
wanton’), -lic (geonglicADJ ‘young, youthful’), -lēas (lāðlēasADJ ‘inoffensive, innocent’), 
-ol (ðynnolADJ ‘lean, thin’), -sum (lofsumADJ ‘praiseworthy’), and –weard 
(hinderweardADJ ‘slow, sluggish’). Regarding adjectival compounding, Kastovsky 
(1992: 372) identifies structures of noun + adjective (eāgsȳneADJ ‘visible to the eye’), 
adjective + adjective (deorcegrǣgADJ ‘dark grey’), noun + present participle 
(hunigflōwendeADJ ‘flowing with honey’), adjective + present (participle 
rihtfremmendeADJ ‘acting rightly’), noun + past participle (windfylledADJ ‘blown down 
by the wind’), adjective + past participle (hēahgetimbradADJ ‘high-built’) and adverb + 
adjective (eftborenADJ ‘born again’). The adjective is also the target of processes of 
word-formation with strong verb as base, such as swiceADJ ‘deceitful’ < (ge)swīcanV 
‘wander’, hryreADJ ‘perishable’ < hrēosanV ‘fall’ and (ge)bryce 2ADJ ‘fragile’ < 
(ge)brecanV ‘break’ (Pilch 1970: 118).  
 These data evidence that, in the context of an associative lexicon with 
generalised word-formation families (Kastovsky 1992: 294), the adjective stands as a 
lexical class that holds numerous morphological relations of word-formation, either as 
the input to processes with adjectival base or the output of processes that turn out 
adjectives. In the face of this evidence, this article addresses the following question: 
what types of morphological relatedness does the adjective present in the lexicon of Old 
English? This question is posed with a view to explaining the role of the adjective in the 
formation of the derived lexicon of the language. The expected results include the 
identification of all the types of morphological relationship. In this respect, as in other 
grammatical areas, a continuum is likely to arise that links relatedness to unrelatedness. 
 These aims impose the task of exhaustively analyzing the lexical stock of the 
language, for which a complete lexical inventory of Old English is required. The data of 
analysis of this research have been retrieved from the lexical database of Old English 
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Nerthus (consulted on January 2014), which contains ca. 30,000 entries based on the 
information provided mainly by Clark Hall´s A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and, 
on specific questions, by Bosworth and Toller´s An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary and 
Sweet´s The Student´s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. Nerthus also provides the 
derivational paradigms (the whole inventory of derivatives) of strong verbs.1 Around 
2,700 affixal derivatives have been found that have an adjectival base, including 
approximately 1,100 adjectives, 800 adverbs, 700 nouns and 60 verbs. There are around 
900 compounds with adjectival base, the vast majority of which belong to the class of 
the adjective, as is the case with yfelwyrdeADJ ‘evil-speaking’. An approximate total of 
400 zero derived verbs have adjectival base, like healtianV ‘to halt’ < healtADJ ‘halt, 
limping, lame’. Overall, around 4,000 derivatives are based on the class of the adjective. 
 Regarding the theoretical background, I follow Pounder (2000) on the relevance 
of the concept of derivational paradigm, which represents a counterpart of the 
inflectional paradigm and has explanatory value on the paradigmatic dimension of the 
lexicon. For Pounder (2000: 82), the derivational paradigm is a set of paradigmatic 
relations between word-formations sharing a lexemic root. This author distinguishes 
between the paradigms as a morphological structure, consisting of a set of paths 
between a base and the operations that turn out its derivatives, and the lexical paradigm 
involving a structured pattern of instructions for operations on stems. The former is 
valid for a whole lexical class and the latter is the individual paradigm of the member of 
a lexical class. These aspects are unfolded in section 2, which presents the methodology 
of research of lexical primes. Section 3 concentrates on the question of morphological 
relatedness and presents the roles played by the adjective in the derivational 
morphology of Old English. To conclude, section 4 summarizes the main conclusions of 
this article. 
 
 
2. The methodology of lexical primes 
As Martín Arista (2012a; 2013) remarks, derivational paradigms contain all the lexemes 
that can be related morphologically to a certain base of derivation, which constitutes a 
lexical prime.2 It follows from this definition that lexical primes cannot be further 
decomposed and that the morphological relation holding between a lexical prime and its 
derivatives does not need to be productive or direct. With reference to productivity, 
morphophonological alternations are no longer operative in Old English (Kastovsky 
1992; 2006), although the base and the derivatives of zero derivation processes 
involving such alternations are included into the derivational paradigm. For example, 
the strong verb beorganV ‘to protect’ is morphologically related to the nouns gebeorg 
2ADJ ‘protection’ (eo grade as in the infinitive beorganV), burgN ‘a dwelling’ (u grade as 
in the preterite burgon) and borgN ‘security’ (o grade as in the past participle borgen). 
The non-productive derivational relationship holding among beorganV ‘to save, deliver, 
preserve, guard, defend, fortify, spare; beware of, avoid, guard against’, gebeorg 
‘protection’, borgN ‘pledge, security, bail, debt, obligation; bondsman; debtor’ and 
burgN ‘a dwelling or dwellings within a fortified enclosure, fort, castle; borough, walled 

	
1 Given that type rather than token analysis is carried out in this research, a lexical database comprising a 
lemmatized list of entries has been preferred over a textual corpus such as The Dictionary of Old English 
Corpus. The headword list on which this work is based is available from Martín Arista et al. (2011). 
2 See Martín Arista (2008; 2011a) on the structural-functional basis of paradigmatic morphology. On the 
application of the concept of semantic prime to Old English, see Martín Arista and Martín de la Rosa 
(2006), de la Cruz Cabanillas (2007), Guarddon Anelo (2009a; 2009b) & Mateo Mendaza (2013). 
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town’ is acknowledged by the derivational paradigm of the strong verb beorganV.3 As 
regards the question of long-distance relations, gifolnesN ‘liberality’, for instance, is a 
recursive derivative of gifolADJ ‘generous’, which, in turn, derives from the present stem 
gif- of the strong verb giefanV ‘to give’. The morphological relatedness of giefanV, 
gifolADJ and gifolnesN is stated by the derivational paradigm of the strong verb giefanV 
‘give’. 
 While word-formation processes identifiable in derivational paradigms often 
apply recursively, thus establishing long-distance relations, they are gradual, that is, 
they involve a single modification in zero derivation and a single addition in affixation 
and compounding. As illustration, consider the strong verb brinnanV ‘to burn’, which 
turns out the zero derivative bryneN ‘burning’. BryneN is required as a path formation 
linking the lexical prime brinnanV to the suffixal derivatives brynigADJ ‘fiery, burning’, 
and brynenesN ‘hard, fiery trial’, thus brinnanV > bryneN > brynigADJ and brinnanV > 
bryneN > brynigADJ > brynenesN. 
 Word-formation processes identifiable within derivational paradigms are also 
unidirectional. As Martín Arista (2011b; 2012b; 2014) puts it, in synchronic analysis it 
is often the case that the strong verb produces a weak verb and a noun (often neuter), or, 
less typically, an adjective. In the second step of derivation, an adjective is zero-derived 
from the noun or, less frequently, the noun is zero-derived from the adjective. For 
example, the strong verb þurfanV ‘to need, be required’ is the base of zero derivation of 
the weak verb þorfanV ‘to need’ and the noun þearfN ‘need’, which, turns out the zero 
derived adjective þearfADJ ‘needy’. In diachronic analysis, zero derivation is the 
counterpart of fully explicit affixation in Proto-Germanic. In this respect, Seebold 
(1970: 509) provides the Proto-Germanic forms *þarb-a (adjective), *þarb-ō (feminine 
noun) and *þarb-ōn (masculine noun) as etymos of, respectively, Old English þearfADJ 
‘needy’, þearfN ‘need’ and þearfaADJ  ‘needy person’.4  
 By drawing on Hinderling (1967) and Kastovsky (1992), the strong verb is 
considered the starting point of derivation. This means that the strong verb is preferred 
over any other category as a lexical prime. Take as illustration of this question the 
following derivational paradigm: 
 
(1) 
grimADJ ‘fierce, savage; dire, severe, bitter, painful’, ferhðgrimADJ ‘savage’, grimmānN 
‘terrible sin’, heaðugrimADJ ‘fierce’, heorugrimmADJ ‘savage, fierce’, hetegrimADJ 
‘fierce, cruel’, hygegrimADJ ‘savage, cruel’, nīðgrimADJ ‘fierce, hostile’, searogrimADJ 
‘fierce, formidable’, wælgrimADJ ‘fierce, violent, bloody, cruel; fateful, dire’, 
āgrimsianV ‘to provoke, irritate’, singrimADJ ‘exceeding fierce’, unwælgrimADJ ‘gentle, 
merciful’, grīmmeADV ‘savagely, cruelly, severely’, grimfulADJ ‘fierce, violent’, 

	
3 Numbered predicates, as in the lexical database of Old English Nerthus, are used to account for 
categorial or morphological oppositions holding between homonymous predicates displaying partial 
synonymy. For instance, ābūtan 1ADP ‘on, about, around, on the outside, round about’ is an adposition and 
ābūtan 2ADV ‘about, nearly’, an adverb; andfenge 1ADJ ‘acceptable, agreeable, approved, fit, suitable’, 
while besēon 1V ‘to see, look, look round’, is a Class V strong verb, and besēon 2V ‘to suffuse’ a Class I 
strong verb. Meaning definitions have been considerably shortened. I refer the reader to Nerthus or the 
standard dictionaries of Old English for more detailed information. I refer the reader to Martín Arista et 
al. (2011) and the standard dictionaries of Old English for more detailed information. 
4 Unlike Seebold (1970), I use an asterisk to mark reconstructed forms. The following abbreviations are 
used throughout the article: ADJ (adjective), ADP (adposition), ADV (adverb), BT (Bosworth-Toller), f. 
(feminine), m. (masculine), n. (neuter), N (noun), p. (plural), ST.V (strong verb), TOE (Thesaurus of Old 
English), V (verb). 
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grimlīceADV ‘fiercely, severely, cruelly’, grimlicADJ ‘fierce, blood-thirsty, cruel, terrible, 
severe’, grimnesN ‘ferocity, cruelty; severity’, grimsianV ‘to rage’, grimsungN 
‘harshness, severity’, wælgrimlīceADV ‘fiercely’, wælgrimnesN ‘cruelty, torture’, 
grimenaN ‘caterpillar’, grimmanV ‘to rage; hasten on’.  
 
 Instead of considering the strong verb grimman a zero derivative of the adjective 
grim, thus acknowledging the prime status of grim, the strong verb is given priority for 
prime and, consequently, the adjective grim is zero derived from the strong verb and 
turns out many complex forms of its own, including the suffixed grīmme, grimful, 
grimlīce, grimlic, grimnes, etc. as well as the compounds ferhðgrim, heaðugrim, 
heorugrimm, hetegrim, hygegrim, etc. 
 Derivational paradigms thus defined, account for defining characteristics of 
derivational morphology such as recategorization and recursivity (Martín Arista 2008; 
2009; 2010a; 2010b). On the descriptive side, derivational paradigms combine 
productive and non-productive processes or, in Stark´s (1982) terminology, what is 
productive synchronically and what is recoverable diachronically. In sum, derivational 
paradigms solve the main problem identified by Kastovsky (1992) when it comes to 
describing the Old English lexicon exhaustively, namely the overlapping of synchronic 
and diachronic data as reflected by the coexistence of productive processes and the 
output of non-productive processes of word-formation. 
 
 
 
3. Morphological relatedness. The adjective in Old English word-formation 
On the basis of the research methodology presented in section 2, the analysis of each 
derivational paradigm consists of the identification of the primary adjective, the 
specification of derivatives by category and morphological process, the assessment of 
recursivity and the information on etymology. For the identification of the basic 
adjectives of Old English I draw the study in Germanic primary adjectives by 
Heidermanns (1993) and, to a lesser extent, of the etymological dictionaries by Seebold 
(1970), Orel (2003), and Watkins (2000). Differences turn up, however, between the 
inventories of primary adjectives gathered by Heidermanns (1993) as well as the other 
authors just cited and the inventory found in Old English. Such differences can be 
attributed to diachronic evolution or data selection and availability. The analysis of 
primary adjectives carried out in this section insists on this question, since the inventory 
proposed by Heidermanns (1993) is modified to accommodate Old English adjectives 
for which this author finds no primitive, or for which he furnishes no evidence.  
 If we focus on the structure of the lexical part of derivational paradigms, 
example (2) provides the derivational paradigm by category of the adjective ðearl 
‘vigorous, strong, severe, strict, harsh, violent, heavy, excessive’: 
 
(2) 

a.  Nouns: ðearlwīsnes ‘severity, strictness’. 
b.  Adjectives: ðearlic ‘severe, cruel, harsh, violent, grievous’, ðearlmōd 

‘stern, severe, violent, strong, mighty’, ðearlwīs ‘strict, severe, 
relentless’, ðearlwīslic ‘severe’. 

c.  Adverbs: forðearle ‘very much, greatly, strictly’, forðearlīce ‘absolutely, 
entirely’, fregnðearle ‘inquiringly’, ðearle ‘severely, sorely, strictly, hard 
(BT)’, ðearlīce ‘sternly, severely; violently (Sweet)’ ðearlwīslīce 
‘severely, strictly (BT)’, ðearlwīsne ‘severity, strictness’. 
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As can be seen in (2), nouns, adjectives, and adverbs result from recursive and non-
recursive morphological processes of affixation and compounding whose base is ðearl. 
To account for all types of morphological relatedness on an exhaustive and principled 
basis it is necessary to gather the derivational paradigms of the language, a task that has 
been carried out with respect to strong verbs by Novo Urraca (fc-a, fc-b) and 
concentrates on adjectives in this work. This allows the researcher, in the first place, to 
isolate morphologically unrelated adjectives. As it turns out, most Old English 
adjectives hold morphological relations with other lexical items from the same or other 
categories. A total of sixty-four morphologically unrelated adjectives have been found 
only, all of which are presented in (3). 
 
(3) 
āberd ‘crafty’, āfigen ‘fried’, āfor ‘bitter’, afulic ‘perverse’, ahwlic ‘terrible’, begriwen 
‘steeped in’, caricum ‘with dried figs’, bresne ‘mighty’, calu ‘callow’, cellod ‘round? 
hollow?’, cūsc ‘modest’, cylu ‘spotted’, dalisc ‘dedalous’, deall ‘proud’, dyple ‘double’, 
earp ‘dark’, elra ‘other’, flacor ‘flying of arrows?’, frīs 1 ‘curled’, frymdig ‘curious’, 
frysca 3 ‘fresh’, gǣsne ‘destitute’, gēandele ‘steep’, geflerod ‘flared?’, gelde ‘sterile’, 
getæl 2 ‘having mastery of’, getanned ‘tanned’, geðuhtsum ‘abundant’, geðȳde 
‘virtuous’, gluto ‘glutton’, glyrende ‘looking askance’, grinu ‘avidius (said of some 
colour)’, hlanc ‘lank’, hlec ‘leaky’, hnor ‘sneezing’, hnot ‘bare, bald, hornless’, hricsc 
‘rick’, hrinde ‘frost-covered’, hrurul ‘decidious’, hwall 1 ‘bold’, hwol ‘infigens’, 
hylsten ‘baked (on the hearth)’, icge ‘rich’, idig ‘busy’, mæsen ‘of maple’, radelod 
‘having straight branches’, rēoc ‘savage, furious’, rīfe ‘abundant’, risiendum ‘odorato?’, 
romēi ‘sooty’, rȳfe ‘rife’, ryplen 1 ‘made of broom’, scēot ‘quick’, scilfor ‘golden’, 
spurul ‘given to kicking or trampling?’, stōr 2 ‘strong’, tōm ‘free from’, wǣfre 
‘unstable’, wāh 1 ‘fine’, wealg ‘nauseous?’, wōcie ‘noose’. 
 
 It is worth remarking as regards the inventory of morphologically unrelated 
adjectives that some of them display well attested formatives, like the prefixes ā- 
(āberd), be- (begriwen) and ge- (getæl 2) as well as the suffixes -ed (getanned), -en 
(ryplen 1), -ic (ahwlic), -isc (dalisc), -od (geflerod) -or (flacor) and -ul (hrurul). 
Therefore, the morphological unrelatedness of the complex adjectives in (3) might be 
attributed to the lack of evidence for the base of derivation of each adjective. If the 
complex adjectives in (3) were put aside, it turns out that the number of 
morphologically unrelated adjectives would drastically be reduced to twenty-six.5 
 Turning to morphologically related adjectives, two types can be distinguished on 
formal grounds. The first type of morphologically related adjectives, or Type 1, 
comprises those adjectives that, resulting from zero derivation, affixation and 
compounding, display forms and meanings different from their respective bases, as is 
the case with the deadjectival adverbial derivation ðearl ‘vigorous, strong, severe, strict, 
harsh, violent, heavy, excessive’ > ðearle ‘severely, sorely, strictly, hard (BT)’. 
Secondly, in Type 2 we find morphologically related adjectives that, partaking in zero 
derivation (from strong verbs) or conversion (to other classes), display the same form as 
another zero derivative (such as nyttN ‘use’ ~ nyttADJ ‘useful’ < nēotanV ‘to use’) or a 
converted item in another lexical class (as is the case with dēoreADJ ‘dear’ ~ dēoreADV 
‘dearly’). 

	
5 Heidermanns (1993) provides Germanic exponents for the following adjectives of the list in (3): 
(ge)scēot, calu, deall, earp, flacor, gǣsne, geðȳde, getæl 2, hlanc, hlec, hnot, hrurul, hwall 1, rēoc, rīfe, 
scilfor, spurul, stōr 2 , tōm, wāh 1,wǣfre and wealg. 
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 Within Type 1, two opposite subtypes arise. In the first place, lexical primes 
from the adjectival class constitute simplex adjectives with derivatives. Being primes, 
they function as the lexemic base of the derivational paradigm in question. In the second 
place, some adjectives from Type 1 are derived themselves but do not function as bases 
of recursive derivation. Put in other words, the adjectives in the former subtype are 
source adjectives while those in the latter are target adjectives. These subtypes are 
presented in turn. 
 Beginning with lexical primes, the analysis of the whole lexicon of Old English 
has turned out an exhaustive inventory of 355 derivational paradigms with adjectival 
base, which appear in the Appendix. It must be noted in this respect that a lexical prime, 
by definition, has one or more derivatives. This makes an important difference with 
respect to morphologically unrelated simplex adjectives like frīs 1 ‘curled’, hlanc 
‘lank’, hlec ‘leaky’, hnor ‘sneezing’, hnot ‘bare, bald, hornless’, hricsc ‘rick’, etc. 
because the latter do not have derivatives of their own and, consequently, do not gather 
derivational paradigms around them. 
 
(4) 
ǣbǣre ‘manifest’, ǣrēafe ‘clear’, ætgrǣpe ‘seizing’, āblered ‘uncovered’, ambyre 
‘unfavourable?’, andsǣte ‘hateful’, anspilde ‘salutary’, āstyrred ‘starry’, bæcslitol 
‘backbiting’, bearnēacen ‘pregnant’, beorhtte ‘mountainous’, bewēled ‘polluted’, bisene 
1 ‘blind’, bȳne ‘cultivated’, calcrond ‘shod (of horses)’, clibbor ‘clinging’, ēaðbede 
‘easy to be entreated’, fāh ‘proscribed, guilty, criminal’, flugol ‘fleet’, fæststeall 
‘standing firmly’, forcēap ‘forestalling (in trade)’, forgenge ‘hard to carry out?’, geresp 
‘convicted of’, geðracen ‘stout of frame’, geðyllic ‘dense’, geðylmed ‘abashed’, gildet 
‘gelded’, gripul ‘capax’, hǣlig ‘unstable, inconstant’, hnitol ‘addicted to butting (of an 
ox)’, migol ‘diuretic’, ōmihte ‘inflammatory’, onhǣle ‘concealed’, runl ‘foul?, 
running?; (BT) stinking’, sceðwræc ‘hurtful’, scitol ‘purgative’, swȳrige ‘troublesome’, 
ðrȳðum ‘very violently’, unlīegne ‘not to be questioned’, wēse ‘moist’, yppe 2 ‘evident, 
known, manifest’. 6 
 
 As can be seen in (4), morphologically related adjectives of the target type result 
from zero derivation, as in bȳneADJ ‘cultivated, inhabited, occupied’ < (ge)būanST.V ‘to 
stay, dwell, live; inhabit, cultivate’; affixation, as in ambyreADJ ‘unfavourable?’ < 
(ge)byreN ‘time, opportunity, occurrence’ and geðyllicADJ ‘densus’ < geðyllN ‘air, 
breeze’; and compounding as in fæststeallADJ ‘standing firmly’ < fæst 1ADJ ‘fast, fixed 
firm, secure’+ steallN ‘standing, place, position, state’. The relative importance of zero-
derivation indicates that this type reflects early steps of derivation, typically direct 
derivatives of the lexical prime or indirect derivatives through an only derivational step. 
Indeed, āblered, ambyre, anspilde, beorhtte, bewēled, bisene 1, bȳne, clibbor, flugol, 
forcēap, (ge)fāh, geðyllic, geðylmed, hnitol, migol, ōmihte, onhǣle, runl, scitol, ðrȳðum, 
unlīegne, wēse, witter and yppe 2 are derived directly from the lexical prime, while 
ǣbǣre, ǣrēage, andsǣte, āstyrred, forgenge, geresp, geðracen, gildet, gripul, hǣlig and 
swȳrige require an intermediate derivational step with respect to the lexical prime. The 
adjectives from this type that are produced by prefixation can be recursive, as is the case 
with ætgrǣpeADJ ‘seizing’ < gegræppianWK V ‘to seize’ < grāpN ‘grasp, grip’ < 
(ge)grīpanSTR V ‘to seek to get hold of’. The same holds of suffixed adjectives in this 
group, thus instances of recursivity like gildetADJ ‘gelded’ < gieldN ‘money-payment’ < 

	
6 Heidermanns (1993) provides Germanic exponents for the following adjectives of the list in (2): 
ætgrǣpe, ambyre, andsǣte, bæcslitol, clibbor, ēaðbede, flugol, gripul, hǣlig, hnitol, migol, onhǣle, 
sceðwræc, scitol, unlīegne. 
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(ge)gieldanSt V ‘to pay’. By paradigm class, most morphologically related adjectives of 
the target type derive from strong verbs (ǣbǣre, ætgrǣpe, andsǣte, etc.), which is in 
keeping with the status of the strong verb as the starting point of derivation in Germanic 
(Hinderling 1967 & Kastovsky 1992). 
 To recapitulate, the differences between Type 1 and Type 2 adjectives lie in the 
processes that produce them and the formal change from base to derivative. Whereas 
Type 1 adjectives result from zero derivation, affixation and compounding and show 
some formal change beween a derivative and its base, Type 2 adjectives are the output 
of zero derivation (from strong verbs) or are related by conversion to lexical items from 
other classes and display the same form as the other term of the pair. The sets in (5) 
comprise an adjective that is homonymous with a noun in such a way that both the noun 
and the adjective share the same strong verb as base of derivation. 
 
(5) 
bryce ‘breach’ ~ bryce ‘fragile’ (< brecan ‘to break’) 
crypel ‘narrow passage’ ~ crypel ‘crippled’(< crēopan ‘to creep’) 
druncen ‘drunkenness’ ~ druncen ‘drunken’ (< drincan ‘to drink’) 
fāh ‘enemy’ ~ fāh ‘hostile’ (< fīgan ‘to be or become an enemy’) 
hrēow ‘repentance’~ hrēow ‘repentant’ (< hrēowan ‘to repent’) 
hryre ‘decay’~ hryre ‘perishable’ (< hrēosan ‘to decay’) 
lyge ‘lie’ ~ lyge ‘false’ (< lēogan ‘to lie’) 
meolc ‘milk’~ meolc ‘giving milk’ (< melcan ‘to milk’) 
miht ‘might’ ~ miht ‘mighty’ (magan ‘to have power’) 
nytt ‘use’ ~ nytt ‘useful’ (< nēotan ‘to use’) 
rēod ‘red colour’ ~ rēod ‘red’ (< rēodan ‘to redden’) 
risne ‘what is fitting’ ~ risne ‘fit’ (< rīsan ‘to be fit’) 
sceard ‘incision’ ~ sceard ‘cut’ (< scieran ‘to cut’) 
sealt ‘salt’~ sealt ‘salt’ (< sealtan ‘to salt’) 
slidor ‘slid’~ slidor ‘slippery’ (< slīdan ‘to slide’) 
swice ‘deceit’ ~ swice ‘deceitful’ (swīcan ‘to deceive’) 
ðān ‘irrigated land’ ~ ðān ‘moist’ (< ðīnan ‘to grow moist’) 
ðearfa ‘poor man’ ~ ðearfa ‘poor’ (< ðurfan ‘to need’) 
wāc ‘weakness’ ~ wāc ‘weak’ (< wīcan ‘to fall down’) 
weald ‘power’ ~ weald ‘powerful’ (< wealdan ‘to rule’) 
wīs ‘wise man’ ~ wīs ‘wise’ (< witan ‘to be aware’) 
 
 The adjectives in (6) are homonymous with adverbs. 
 
(6) 
clǣne ‘clean’~ clǣne ‘purely’ 
dēore ‘dear’ ~ dēore ‘dearly’ 
ēce ‘durable’ ~ ēce ‘ever’ 
ednīwe ‘renewed’ ~ ednīwe ‘again’ 
genōg ‘enough’ ~ genōg ‘sufficiently’ 
līðe ‘soft’ ~ līðe ‘softly’ 
nēah ‘close’ ~ nēah ‘almost’ 
ormǣte ‘immense’ ~ ormǣte ‘excessively’ 
swegle ‘bright’ ~ swegle ‘brightly’ 
ðicce ‘thick’ ~ ðicce ‘thickly’ 
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 Considering (5) and (6), it must be noted that an important difference arises 
between the instances of zero derivation in (5) and those of conversion in (6). While the 
relationship between two homonymous zero derivatives is mediated by the strong verb 
on which they are based, the relation of conversion is not multilateral, as is the case 
with zero derivation, but bilateral. Nothing mediates between an adjective and an 
adverb related to each other by conversion, like līðeADJ ‘soft’ ~ līðeADV ‘softly’. The 
assumed direction of conversion is adjective > adverb. 
 This classification of adjectives on the grounds of word-formation processes 
ultimately represents a continuum between morphological unrelatedness and relatedness 
in such a way that whereas a clear-cut distinction can be drawn between source 
adjectives (lexical primes) and target adjectives (morphologically related adjectives 
without derivatives), there is a certain degree of overlapping between simplex 
morphologically unrelated adjectives and lexical primes from the adjectival class. 
 Two relations cut across these types of relatedness, short distance and long 
distance relations. The former involve the base and the derivative of a non-recursive 
process. The latter comprise the base of derivation and the derivative of a derivative of 
such a base of derivation. Although recursivity is mainly suffixal, the prefixation of 
already prefixed bases includes instances like those in (7): 
 
(7) 
healfsinewealtADJ ‘semicircular’ (< sinewealtADJ ‘round; circular’) 
ongelīcADJ ‘like, similar’ (< gelīc 1ADJ ‘like, alike; similar’) 
ðurhunrot ‘very sad’ (< unrōtADJ ‘sad, dejected’) 
unandwīsADJ ‘unskilful’ (< andwīsADJ ‘expert, skilful’) 
unbesorhADJ ‘unconcerned’ (< besorgADJ ‘dear, beloved’) 
unforcūðADJ ‘reputable’ (< forcūðADJ ‘bad, despised’) 
ungemōdADJ ‘discordant’ (< gemōdADJ ‘harmonious, peaceful’) 
geælfremedADJ ‘free, separated from’ (< ælfremedADJ ‘strange, foreign’) 
onunwīsADJ ‘ignorant’ (< unwīsADJ ‘unwise, ignorant’) 
fullunrōtADJ ‘very unhappy’ (< unrōtADJ ‘sad, dejected’) 
 
Long distance relations that comprise recursive suffixation hold between derived 
adjectival bases of derivation and derived nouns with the suffixes -dōm (hǣðendōmN 
‘heathendom’ < hǣðen 1ADJ ‘heathen’), -t (scamlēastN ‘shamelessness’ < scamlēasADJ 
‘shameless’), -scipe (fracoðscipeN ‘scandalous conduct’ < fracoð 1ADJ ‘vile, bad, 
impious’) and -ung (heolstrungN ‘darkness’ < heolstor 2ADJ ‘dark, shadowy’). Other 
long distance relations are kept by derived adjectival bases of derivation and derived 
adjectives with the suffixes -ig (clifihtigADJ ‘steep’ < clifihtADJ ‘steep’) and -lic 
(godcundlicADJ ‘divine’ < godcundADJ ‘sacred, divine’). 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
This article has proposed a typology of adjectival formations based on two parameters, 
namely morphological relatedness and process input/output. 
 Beginning with morphological relatedness, two main types have been 
distinguished in adjectival formations, explicit and implicit morphological relatedness. 
An explicit morphological relation is one in which the difference between the simplex 
and the complex form is first of all attributable to formal aspects, which bring about 
changes in meaning and function. An implicit morphological relation is one in which 
the difference between base and derivative cannot be motivated on formal grounds. 
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Rather, such a difference can be accounted for on the basis of the function (nominal, 
adjetival, adverbial) that justifies the inclusion of the item in question into a given 
lexical class. When an implicit morphological relation holds, it is hard to decide which 
element is basic and derived. In triplets comprising a strong verb, a noun and an 
adjective, the strong verb is basic, while in pairs consisting of an adjective and an 
adverb, the former is considered basic. Short distance and long distance relations 
overlap with explicit and implicit morphological relatedness. Whereas a short distance 
relation comprises the base and the derivative of a non-recursive process, a long 
distance relation consists of the base of derivation and the derivative of a derivative of 
such a base of derivation. 
 As regards units, a lexical prime constitutes the base of derivation of the whole 
lexical paradigm and is not derived, as is the case with gearo 1 ‘prepared, ready, 
equipped, finished’. A derived adjective represents the output of a word-formation 
process and can be the recursive input to another word-formation process, as in āgniden 
2N ‘rubbing off’ < āgniden 1ADJ ‘used, threadbare’ < āgnīdanV ‘to rub off’ < gnīdanSTR V 
‘to rub, grind together, crumble’. A target adjective (morphologically related, but not 
base of derivation) qualifies as the output of a word-formation process that is not the 
recursive input to another word-formation process, as in bæcslitol ‘backbiting’ < bæc 1N 
‘back, backwards, behind’ + slitolADJ ‘biting, pungent’. A morphologically unrelated 
adjective is neither the input nor the output of a word-formation process, as is the case 
with wāh 1 ‘fine’. Finally, implicit derivation holds in triplets of strong verb, noun and 
adjective such as lyge ‘lie’ ~ lyge ‘false’ (< lēogan ‘to lie’) and in pairs of adjective and 
adverb like ēce ‘durable’ ~ ēce ‘ever’. 
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Appendix: The lexical primes from the adjectival class in Old English 
 
Unless indicated, the meanings in this appendix are based on A Concise Anglo-Saxon 
Dictionary, by Clark Hall. 
 
ācol ‘dismayed’, æðele ‘noble’, æfter 3 ‘second’, ǣlc 1 ‘each’, ǣmelle ‘insipid’, ǣr 3 
‘early’, ān 1 ‘alone’, atol 1 ‘terrible’, bær ‘bare’, basu ‘purple’, beald ‘bold’, bēgen 2 
‘both’, beorht 1 ‘bright’, bisig ‘busy’, blāc ‘bright’, blæc 1 ‘black’, blāt ‘livid’, blēað 
‘gentle’, blere 2 ‘bald’, blind ‘blind’, blīð 1 ‘blithe’, brād 1 ‘broad’, brant ‘deep’, brēme 
1 ‘famous’, brūn ‘brown’, bryten 2 ‘spacious’, cāf ‘quick’, calu ‘callow’, ceald 1 ‘cold’, 
cear ‘sorrowful’, cēne 1 ‘bold’, cirps ‘curly’, cīs ‘fastidious’, clǣne 1 ‘clean’, cōl 
‘cool’, crēas ‘fine’, crumb ‘crooked’, cwēme ‘pleasant’, cwic 1 ‘quick’, cyrten 1 ‘fair’, 
cȳme ‘comely’, dēad ‘dead’, dēaf ‘deaf’, dēop 1 ‘deep’, deorc ‘dark’, dēore 1 ‘dear’, 
dīegol 1 ‘secret’, dīere ‘dear’, dierne 1 ‘hidden’, dimm ‘dim’, dol 1 ‘foolish’, dox 
‘dusky’, drōf ‘dirty’, drȳge ‘dry’, dumb ‘dumb’, dunn ‘dun’, dysig 1 ‘ignorant’, ēaðe 1 
‘easy’, eald ‘old’, eall 1 ‘all’, earg ‘slothful’, earm 2 ‘poor’, ēast 1 ‘easterly’, ēce 1 
‘perpetual’, efen 1 ‘even’, egle 1 ‘hideous’, enge 1 ‘narrow’, eornoste 1 ‘earnest’, fǣcne 
1 ‘deceitful’, fæger 1 ‘fair’, fǣle 1 ‘faithful’, fæst 1 ‘fast’, fǣtt 1 ‘fat’, fāg 1 ‘spotted’, 
fals 1 ‘false’, fēa 2 ‘few’, fealu 1 ‘fallow’, fel ‘fell’, fela 1 ‘many’, feorr 1 ‘far’, ferht 1 
‘honest’, fersc ‘fresh (not salt)’, flāh 2 ‘wily’, fōh ‘moderate’, forht ‘afraid’, fræfel 2 
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‘cunning’, fræfele ‘saucy’, frǣt ‘perverse’, fram 3 ‘strenuous’, frec ‘greedy’, frēcne 1 
‘dangerous’, fremde ‘foreign’, freme 1 ‘vigorous’, frēo 1 ‘free’, frōd ‘wise’, frum 1 
‘primal’, fūht ‘damp’, fūl 1 ‘foul’, full 1 ‘full’, fūs ‘striving forward’, fyrn ‘former’, gaf 
‘base’, gāl 2 ‘gay’, gamol ‘old’, gealg ‘sad’, gēap 1 ‘open’, gearc ‘ready’, gearo 1 
‘prepared’, gecneord ‘eager’, gecōp ‘proper’, gedēfe 1 ‘befitting’, geēane ‘yeaning’, 
gefæd 1 ‘orderly’, gehæp ‘fit’, gehīene ‘frail’, gehwǣde ‘slight’, gelang ‘dependent on’, 
gelēaf 2 ‘having belief (BT)’, gemād ‘mad’, gemimor ‘well-known’, genacod 1 ‘naked’, 
geneorð ‘contented’, gēocor ‘harsh’, geolu ‘yellow’, gēomor ‘troubled’, geong 1 
‘young’, georn ‘eager’, gesōm ‘unanimous’, gesund ‘sound’, geswǣre ‘heavy’, getang 
‘in contact with’, getricce ‘contented’, gewǣr ‘aware’, gewyrms ‘purulent’, gīfre 
‘greedy’, gifre ‘useful’, ginn ‘spacious’, glæd 1 ‘glad’, glēaw ‘penetrating’, gnēað 
‘niggardly’, gnorn 1 ‘sad’, gōd 1 ‘good’, grǣg ‘grey’, gram 1 ‘angry’, grēat ‘great’, 
grēne 1 ‘green’, grorn 2 ‘sad’, hādor 2 ‘bright’, hāl ‘hale’, hǣwe ‘iron-coloured’, hamel 
‘rugged’, hār 1 ‘hoar’, hās ‘hoarse’, hasu ‘dusky’, hāt 1 ‘hot’, hēah 1 ‘high’, heald 2 
‘sloping’, healf 1 ‘half’, healt ‘halt’, hēamol ‘frugal’, hēan ‘lowly’, heard 1 ‘hard’, 
hēore ‘pleasant’, hinder 1 ‘after’, hlǣne ‘lean’, hlanc ‘lank’, hlēoð ‘harmonious’, hlēow 
‘sheltered’, hlūd ‘loud’, hlūtor ‘pure’, hnēaw  ‘mean’, hnesce 1 ‘soft’, horsc 1 ‘sharp’, 
horsc 2 ‘foul’, hræd ‘quick’, hrēaw 1 ‘raw’, hrēof 1 ‘rough’, hrēow 4 ‘raw’, hrīfe 
‘rapacious’, hrōr ‘stirring’, hwæs ‘sharp’, hwæt 2 ‘sharp’, hwealf 1 ‘concave’, hwīt 1 
‘white’, hwōn 1 ‘little’, īdel 1 ‘idle’, īeðe 2 ‘barren’, lāð ‘hated’, lǣde 2 ‘poor’, lǣre 
‘empty’, læt 1 ‘slow’, lǣwede 1 ‘lay’, lama 1 ‘crippled’, lang ‘long’, lēf 1 ‘feeble’, lēof 
‘dear’, lēoht 1 ‘light’, līðe 1 ‘gentle’, lōme 1 ‘frequent’, lunger ‘quick to act (BT)’, lysu 
1 ‘false’, lȳðre 1 ‘bad’, lȳt 2 ‘little’, mā 2 ‘more’, māh ‘shameless’, mæc ‘similar’, 
mæger ‘meagre’, mǣne ‘mean’, mǣre 1 ‘excellent’, manig ‘many’, mearu ‘tender’, 
mēðe ‘tired’, micel 1 ‘great’, midd 1 ‘mid’, milde 1 ‘mild’, min ‘mean’, mirce 1 
‘murky’, myrge 1 ‘pleasing’, myrten 2 ‘dead (of animals which have not been killed)’, 
nēah 1 ‘near’, nearu 2 ‘narrow’, neowol ‘precipitous’, nēp ‘(BT) scanty’, nifol ‘dark’, 
nīwe 1 ‘new’, norð 1 ‘northern’, open ‘open’, orene 1 ‘excessive’, orped ‘adult’, pīs 
‘heavy’, prūd ‘proud’, ranc ‘forward’, recen ‘ready’, reðe ‘righteous’, rēðe ‘fierce, 
terrible’, rīce 1 ‘powerful’, rīf ‘violent’, riht 2 ‘straight’, rōf 1 ‘vigorous’, rōp ‘liberal’, 
rōt 1 ‘glad’, rōw 1 ‘quiet’, rūh ‘coarse’, rūm 1 ‘roomy’, sæd ‘sated with’, salu ‘dark’, 
sār 2 ‘sore’, sǣne ‘slack’, sceald ‘shallow’, sceamm ‘short’, scearp ‘sharp’, scēoh 1 
‘shy’, sceol ‘squinting’, scīene ‘beutiful’, scīr 2 ‘bright’, scort ‘short’, scrēpe ‘suitable’, 
sēar ‘dry’, sēl 1 ‘prosperous’, self 3 ‘same’, sicor ‘sure’, sīd ‘vast’, sīð 3 ‘late (BT)’, 
sīere ‘sere’, singal ‘perpetual’, slāw ‘slow’, sleac ‘slack’, slīc ‘sleek’, smæl ‘thin’, 
smǣte ‘pure’, smicer ‘elegant’, smōð ‘smooth’, smolt 1 ‘mild’, snell ‘smart’, snotor 
‘clever’, snūd 1 ‘quickly approaching’, sōð 2 ‘true’, sōfte 1 ‘soft’, sol 3 ‘dirty’, sott 1 
‘foolish’, spær ‘sparing’, sprind ‘vigorous’, stam ‘stammering’, stealc ‘lofty’, stēap 1 
‘precipitous’, stearc ‘stiff’, stedig ‘sterile’, stīð ‘thick’, stīf ‘stiff’, stille 1 ‘still’, stræc 1 
‘strict’, strang ‘strong’, stunt ‘dull’, styrne ‘stern’, sūð 1 ‘southern’, sum 2 ‘some’, sūr 
‘sour’, swǣr 1 ‘oppressive’, swangor ‘inert’, swǣs ‘intimate’, sweart ‘swarthy’, sweotol 
‘distinct’, swēte 1 ‘sweet’, swīð ‘strong’, swīge 2 ‘still’, swōt 1 ‘sweet’, sȳfre ‘clean’, 
tam ‘tame’, tǣse 1 ‘pleasant’, teart ‘sharp’, tīedre ‘frail’, til 1 ‘good’, tōh ‘tough’, tōr 
‘difficult’, torht 2 ‘bright’, trāg 1 ‘evil’, trēowe 1 ‘true’, ðearl ‘strong’, ðeorf 1 ‘fresh? 
skim? (milk)’, ðēostor ‘dark’, ðicce 1 ‘thick’, ðiht ‘tight’, ðrīst 1 ‘daring’, ðrōh 2 
‘(Sweet) rancid’, ðweorh ‘transverse’, ðynne ‘thin’, ðyrre ‘withered’, dwǣs 1 ‘dull’, 
ðwǣre ‘united’, wǣpned 1 ‘male’, wær ‘wary’, wǣr 1 ‘true’, wǣt 1 ‘wet’, wan 
‘wanting’, wann ‘dark’, wearg 2 ‘wicked’, wearm ‘warm’, wēde 1 ‘raging’, wēðe 
‘mild’, werod 2 ‘sweet’, west 2 ‘westerly’, wēste ‘waste’, wīd ‘wide’, wild ‘wild’, 
winstre 1 ‘left’, wlaco ‘tepid’, wlanc ‘splendid’, wōd 1 ‘raging’, wōh 2 ‘bent’, wrāð 1 
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‘wroth’, wrǣne ‘unbridled’, wrǣst ‘firm’, wrang 2 ‘rough’, yfel 1 ‘evil’. 
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